BORDEAUX - 22 November
Race 1
1. GESSKILLE - Faller in a 4400m chase at Auteuil (soft-to-heavy) five weeks
ago. Strong claims in this event.
2. BUBBLE BLUE - Successful by 4L in a 3850m chase at Fontainebleau
(soft) just under four weeks ago. Bold show expected.
3. KIMRIVER - Impressive 14L winner of a 3400m hurdle at Lyon-Parilly (soft)
earlier this month. Notable runner on his return to fences.
4. GAWAIN DE LARACHI - Below par 29L eighth in a 3500m chase at
Toulouse (good-to-soft) last month. Best watched.
5. BALILAND - Good effort 8L second in a 3800m hurdle at Angouleme (soft)
three weeks ago. This looks a tougher affair.
6. CHELLA SPEED - Suffered her first defeat when 10L third in a 3500m
hurdle at Nantes (heavy) at the start of last month. One to note on debut over
fences.
7. BALLY PRINCESS - Unraced Ballingarry filly. Interesting to see how she
performs on debut.
Summary
BUBBLE BLUE (2) showed good form when winning by 4L a 3850m chase at
Fontainebleau. Set to play a role in the finish. GESSKILLE (1) fell in a chase
at Auteuil. Capable of better racing for a top stable. KIMRIVER (3) is
considered following an impressive 14L hurdle win over 3400m at LyonParilly. CHELLA SPEED (6) also warrants consideration on debut with fences
having finished 10L third in a 3500m hurdle at Nantes.
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Selections
BUBBLE BLUE (2) - GESSKILLE (1) - KIMRIVER (3) - CHELLA SPEED (6)
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Race 2
1. COLLINGHAM - Followed up a debut claiming race victory with a head
second in an 1800m conditions race at Longchamp (heavy) at the end of last
month. Strong claims.
2. BORN THE SAME DAY - Off the mark at the first attempt when winning by
2L in a 1600 maiden on soft-to-heavy going here last month. One to note.
3. DABESPIR - Neck winner of a course and distance newcomers event on
soft ground 15 days ago. Leading contender.
4. SAINT MORITZ - Improved on debut effort when victorious by 2L in a
maiden over 1850m at Agen (good) four weeks ago. Interesting.
5. CALLIOPE - Plenty of experience and showed decent form when 10L
second in a similar race to this over course and distance last month.
6. IN FALL - Debut winner at Mont-de-Marsan but disappointed when 25L
third over this course and distance on soft-to-heavy ground subsequently.
Interesting to see how she fares.
7. CAMPANIE - Returning from a break when 7L fourth in a 1400m conditions
race on soft ground here just over two weeks ago. Step forward required.
8. CHOPALE - Held both starts to date including 68L last of 12 in a 1600m
maiden at Toulouse (yielding) last month. Minor role likely.
Summary
DABESPIR (3) is considered for the win following a neck success in a course
and distance event on soft ground when making debut. COLLINGHAM (1)
was beaten a head in an 1800m race at Longchamp. Also worth noting.
BORN THE SAME DAY (2) secured victory first up by 2L over 1600m on softto-heavy going here. IN FALL (6) disappointed when 25L third in a small field
over this journey here. Can leave that effort well behind.
Selections
DABESPIR (3) - COLLINGHAM (1) - BORN THE SAME DAY (2) - IN FALL
(6)
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Race 3
1. GOLD TWEET - Absent since a 20L eighth in the G3 Prix Aguado over
3500m at Auteuil (soft) in July. Interesting down markedly in grade.
2. HAMANDIO - Below par 39L fifth in a 3500m chase at Auteuil (soft-toheavy) six weeks ago. Sole previous victory came in a hurdle over 3300m
here in May.
3. SAINT PATIS - Given a break since a 68L sixth in a 3500m newcomers
chase at Auteuil (soft) at the start of September. Others make more appeal.
4. POPLAR SQUARE - Off the mark with a 14L victory in a 3800m claiming
hurdle at Castera-Verduzan (soft) last month. This looks a stronger affair.
5. SAINT VALENTIN - Fair 11L fifth in a six runner 3400m hurdle at
Compiegne (soft-to-heavy) just over a month ago. Interesting.
6. HEROS DES MERS - Promising 7L third in a 3500m hurdle at Le Touquet
(heavy) when making his debut at the end of September. Strong claims.
7. PRINCE DES VALOIS - Improved on debut effort when 4L third in a 3600m
hurdle at Senonnes (heavy) four weeks ago. Notable runner.
8. VAL DE MARE - Held 15L eighth in a 3400m newcomers hurdle at
Compiegne (heavy) at the start of this month. Improvement expected.
9. CHORAIL DEBELAIR - Unraced Choeur du Nord gelding. One to note for
a leading stable.
10. HOUJI - Unraced Saint des Saints filly. Interesting contender on first start.
Summary
HEROS DES MERS (6) may play a leading role following an 11L fifth in a
competitive looking 3400m hurdle at Compiegne. PRINCE DES VALOIS (7) is
another to note having finished 4L third in a 3600m hurdle at Senonnes. Holds
claims racing for a top yard. GOLD TWEET (1) finds an easier contest than
when 20L eighth in the G3 Prix Aguado hurdle over 3500m at Auteuil.
Stablemate CHORAIL DEBELAIR (9) is a yet to race Choeur du Nord gelding.
Also enters equations.
Selections
HEROS DES MERS (6) - PRINCE DES VALOIS (7) - GOLD TWEET (1) CHORAIL DEBELAIR (9)
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Race 4
1. NIPALA - Struggled two most recent starts including 21L ninth in a 3000m
conditions race at Toulouse (soft) 11 days ago. Dropping markedly in
distance.
2. STROMBOLI - Beaten 4L sixth in a 1950m handicap at Le Mans (soft)
earlier this month. Step forward required.
3. VADILIKA - 14 race maiden beaten 19L seventh in a 2350m conditions
contest at Machecoul (heavy) 11 days ago. Others preferred.
4. MOSCA D'OR - Below par 12L eighth in a 1600m handicap on soft-toheavy ground here last month.
5. CLORINDA - Last of 12 in a 1600m event on rain-softened going at
Fontainebleau last month. Interesting on earlier form.
6. GALA DE CERISY - Good 2L fourth in a 1600m handicap at Toulouse
(soft-to-heavy) early last month. Step back up in trip looks likely to suit.
7. PRIME TIME - Good form in the main this spell including neck third in a
course and distance handicap on soft ground 15 days ago. Strong claims.
8. CARDIEL - Beaten 4L seventh over this course and distance on soft
ground 15 days ago. More needed.
9. CURLY CHOP - Disappointing 17L 13th in a course and distance contest
on soft ground earlier this month. Best watched.
10. LALYROSE - Beaten 4L seventh in an 1800m AW handicap at Lyon-laSoie earlier this week. Improvement needed.
11. FUENTEESTEIS - Decent 10L fourth in a 2100m handicap at Toulouse
(soft-to-heavy) five weeks ago. Others make more appeal.
12. FAN ZONE - Disappointing 10L ninth in a 1600m handicap at Angers
(soft) last month. Others preferred.
13. EASTERN PROMISE - Victorious by a neck in a soft ground course and
distance handicap just over two weeks ago. Bold show expected.
14. DAKAR ELEVEN - Fair 4L eighth in a course and distance handicap on
soft ground just over two weeks ago. Others hold more obvious claims.
15. CHINES PRINCESS - Good effort 1L fifth in a handicap over this course
and distance on soft ground 15 days ago. Interesting contender.
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Summary
PRIME TIME (7) left a below par effort behind when a neck third in a 1900m
handicap on soft ground here. May play a leading role. EASTERN PROMISE
(13) recorded a neck victory at course and distance. Looks suited to this race.
CHINES PRINCESS (15) is considered off a low weight following a 1L fifth in
a 1900m handicap at this track. GALA DE CERISY (6) holds each-way claims
having caught the eye when 2L fourth in a 1600m handicap at Toulouse.
Selections
PRIME TIME (7) - EASTERN PROMISE (13) - CHINES PRINCESS (15) GALA DE CERISY (6)
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Race 5
1. GRAND DE THAIX - Given a break since a 2L victory in a 3400m hurdle at
Angers (heavy) in February. Notable runner.
2. ONESTEPFORWARD - Winner of both previous starts including by 2L in a
3500m hurdle at Auteuil (soft-to-heavy) in October last year. Strong claims on
return from over 12 months off the track.
3. ZEPLY - Returning to hurdles following a 3L victory in a 3500m chase at
Toulouse (soft-to-heavy) in March. Bold show expected.
4. LOVE LINK - Fair 9L fifth in a 3600m hurdle at Compiegne (heavy) three
weeks ago. Interesting on earlier form.
5. VANCOUVER DU GUERN - Disappointing 51L sixth in a 3600m chase at
Saint-Brieuc (heavy) 11 days ago. Others preferred.
6. TZAR ROYAL - Below par 22L ninth in a 3600m handicap hurdle at Auteuil
(soft-to-heavy) a month. Interesting to see how he performs.
7. PALM VALLEY - Beaten 50L ninth in a 3400m hurdle at Lyon-Parilly (soft)
earlier this month. Capable of better.
8. REBEL PRICE - Pulled up in a 3800m hurdle at Saint-Brieuc (heavy) in
March. Best watched.
9. GREATLESS - Victorious by 3L in a 3600m hurdle at Argentan (soft) four
weeks ago. Interesting if replicating that effort.
Summary
GRAND DE THAIX (1) performed well winning by 2L a 3400m hurdle at
Angers. Set to play a leading role stepping up in trip. ONESTEPFORWARD
(2) was unbeaten in two starts during 2019 including a 3500m hurdle at
Auteuil just under thirteen months ago. Expected to be sharp on return.
ZEPLY (3) won easily a 3500m chase at Toulouse earlier in the year. Capable
of registering a big effort back from a break. PALM VALLEY (7) is taken to put
a below par 50L ninth in a 3400m hurdle at Lyon-Parilly behind her having
shown winning form over 3800m at Niort prior.
Selections
GRAND DE THAIX (1) - ONESTEPFORWARD (2) - ZEPLY (3) - PALM
VALLEY (7)
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Race 6
1. EL INGRATO - Given a break since a 28L fifth in a 2300m conditions race
at Dax (yielding) at the end of August. More needed.
2. USAIN BEST - Good form prior to an 11L 12th in a 1600m handicap at
Angers (soft) 13 days ago. Excuses on that occasion and can show up better
in this contest.
3. BARENTON - Good 2L third in a 2100m handicap at Toulouse (soft-toheavy) five weeks ago. Notable runner.
4. PANDEMONIUM - Disappointing two most recent starts including 25L 13th
in a course and distance hanidcap on soft ground 15 days ago. Others
preferred.
5. SAN PABLO - Good 2L fourth in a 2100m handicap at Angers (soft) last
month. Interesting to see how he fares.
6. VERT DIAMAND - Improved effort 5L eighth in a 1600m handicap on softto-heavy ground here last month. Further improvement needed.
7. BLUE LINK - Held 11L ninth in a course and distance event on soft going
15 days ago. Others preferred.
8. CENTAURUS - Good 1L third in a 1600m handicap on soft-to-heavy going
here last month. Notable runner upped in trip.
9. CAZALINE - Beaten 2L second in a soft ground handicap over course and
distance 15 days ago. Bold show expected.
10. MALTE BRUN - Returning from a break when 14L 11th in an AW claimer
over 2000m at Pau. More needed.
11. QUDILLERO - Held 16L seventh in a 2400m conditions race at Toulouse.
Drop in trip a positive.
12. BRICK IS BACK - Decent effort 5L third in a claimer over this trip at La
Teste (soft) in June. Interesting to see how he performs.
13. BELCHA - Fair 5L fifth in a 2100m handicap at Toulouse (soft-to-heavy)
five weeks ago. Interesting.
14. MACHISTADOR - Decent effort 6L fourth in a 2300m conditions race at
Durtal (soft-to-heavy) at the end of last month. Improvement required.
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15. SEMEUR D'ESPOIR - Back to form with a 1L second in a 1900m AW
handicap at Deauville a month ago. Looking for a first turf victory.
Summary
USAIN BEST (2) received a wide draw when downfield in a 1600m handicap
at Angers. Can return to form having won over 1600m here prior. BARENTON
(3) is another to consider following a 2L thrid in a 2100m handicap at
Toulouse. A big effort is expected from CAZALINE (9) who was beaten 2L
runner-up in a race at course and distance on soft going. CENTAURUS (8) is
another with claims following a 1L third in a soft-to-heavy ground 1600m
handicap at this venue.
Selections
USAIN BEST (2) - BARENTON (3) - CAZALINE (9) - CENTAURUS (8)
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Race 7
1. APERO BLEU - Absent since a 7L seventh in a 3900m hurdle at La Teste
(good) in July. Others make more appeal.
2. BRIONNAIS - Returning from over 13 months off the track when winning by
4L in a 3900m hurdle at Nantes just over four weeks ago. Bold show
expected.
3. FILS DU TIGRE - Successful by 6L in a 3900m hurdle at Machecoul
(heavy) earlier this month. Notable runner.
4. PHILAE DU MATHAN - Runner-up in two of his three starts this campaign
including when beaten a neck over 3600m at Argentan (soft) four weeks ago.
Interesting contender.
5. DISCO MOME - Held 16L sixth in a 3800m hurdle at Strasbourg (soft) 11
days ago. Likely to have improved for the run.
6. GREAT PAUL - Beaten 6L third in a 3800m hurdle at Castera-Verduzan
(soft) last month. Interesting to see how he fares.
7. VALENTIN ROSE - Pulled up in a 3600m event at Auteuil earlier this
month. Others make more appeal.
8. ELIXIR PEARL - Given a break since a 12L fourth in a 3500m chase at
Dax (good) in September. Interesting.
9. ENEE - Held 26L fourth in a 3500m handicap chase at Toulouse (soft-toheavy) last month. Improvement required.
10. RIO SALSAS - Pulled up in a 3900m chase at Pau (soft) in May. Others
preferred.
11. CARUSO VALTAT - Making his first start in over 11 months when falling
in a 3900m hurdle at Pompadour (yielding) in May. Others make more appeal.
12. TOP ROCK TALULA - Decent effort 12L third in a 3600m hurdle at
Argentan (soft) four weeks ago. Step forward required.
13. PRINCE DE LA BARRE - Pulled up in a 3800m hurdle at Cholet (heavy)
28 days ago. Minor role likely.
14. ONE WAY - Beaten 19L sixth in a 4200m handicap chase at Toulouse
(yielding) at the start of this month. Others make more appeal.
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Summary
FILS DU TIGRE (3) recorded a 6L success in a 3900m hurdle at Machecoul.
Capable of registering another big effort. BRIONNAIS (2) might also show up
well on the back of a 4L success in a 3900m claiming hurdle at Nantes.
PHILAE DU MATHAN (4) was competitive when a neck second in a 3600m
hurdle at Argentan. Each-way claims. ELIXIR PEARL (8) is another of note
following a 12L fourth in a 3500m hurdle at Dax.
Selections
FILS DU TIGRE (3) - BRIONNAIS (2) - PHILAE DU MATHAN (4) - ELIXIR
PEARL (8)
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Race 8
1. MAD RIVER - Good 3L fourth in a 3000m event on rain-softened going at
Toulouse earlier this month. Strong claims.
2. LE MONT - Successful by 2L in a 2200m conditions race at Cavaillon (soft)
last month. Notable runner.
3. EL REY BRILLANTE - Disappointing 13L seventh in a 2300m conditions
contest at Durtal (soft-to-heavy) just over three weeks ago. Needs to put that
effort behind him.
4. QATAR RIVER - Decent 3L seventh in a competitive 2400m handicap at
Toulouse (soft) 11 days ago. One to note.
5. MIDNIGHT STAR - Absent since a 27L ninth in a 1400m conditions race at
La Teste (good) in early September. Others make more appeal.
6. MATANDAR - Good 3L fourth in a 2800m conditions race at Saint-Cloud
(heavy) at the end of last month.. Bold show expected.
7. ALIENOR - Fair 5L fourth in a 2200m conditions race at Cavaillon (soft) five
weeks ago. Likely more needed if she's to take this race.
Summary
MATANDAR (6) performed well when 3L fourth in a 2800m conditions race at
Saint-Cloud. Capable of registering a big effort down in trip. LE MONT (2) is of
interest following a 2L victory in a 2200m conditions race at Cavaillon.
Supplemented runner MAD RIVER (1) finished 3L fourth in a 3000m race at
Toulouse. Noted now taking on the lesser journey. QATAR RIVER (4) is
another with claims having finished 3L seventh in a 2400m handicap at
Toulouse.
Selections
MATANDAR (6) - LE MONT (2) - MAD RIVER (1) - QATAR RIVER (4)
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Race 9
1. HAPPY MONARCH - Runner-up both starts since returning from an
absence including when beaten a neck in the Listed Prix Fonduer over 4400m
at Auteuil (soft-to-heavy) last month. Strong claims.
2. ROYAL BATAILLE - Held 32L seventh in a 3700m handicap chase at
Auteuil (soft-to-heavy) six weeks ago. Capable of better.
3. ROOTSTER - Victorious by 6L in a 4200m handicap chase at Toulouse
(yielding) just under three weeks ago. Notable runner.
4. SO FRENCH - Dual Grand Steeplechase de Paris winner in his youth and
completed a double with a 2L victory in a 4100m hurdle at Moulins (soft) 22
days ago. Leading contender.
5. LA BARAKAS - Returning from a break when 8L fourth in a 3500m hurdle
at Toulouse (yielding) at the start of this month. Improvement required.
6. BUNNY FLIGHT - Pulled up in the G3 Prix Sytaj over 4300m at Auteuil
(soft-to-heavy) a week ago. Others preferred.
7. COMMINGEOIS - Held 19L fifth in a 3800m chase at Mont-de-Marsan
(good) two weeks ago. Best watched.
Summary
Multiple G1 winner in his youth SO FRENCH (4) bids for a hat-trick with latest
success by 4L in a 4100m hurdle at Moulins. Top chance. HAPPY
MONARCH (1) is another leading player following a neck second in the Listed
Prix Fondeur over 4400m at Autueil. ROOTSTER (3) recorded a 6L success
in a 4200m handicap chase at Toulouse earlier this month. Shortlist. ROYAL
BATAILLE (2) may show better form than when 32L seventh in a 3700m
handicap chase at Auteuil. Claims.
Selections
SO FRENCH (4) - HAPPY MONARCH (1) - ROOTSTER (3) - ROYAL
BATAILLE (2)
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VINCENNES - 22 November
Race 1
1. DJANGO DU JAGUY - Won in this discipline three back but has to improve
upped in class.
2. DEFI DES ELIES - Performed better than market expectations in a Reims
walk-up 13 days ago. Needs progress to feature.
3. DRIBBLEUR - Fair 9m sixth in this grade two weeks ago. Drops in class
and warrants respect.
4. DEMON DE LA BESVRE - Impressive 12m scorer in this grade 28 days
ago. Look for a bold show.
5. COLORADO TELBE - 21m eighth in a higher class F at Le Croise Laroche.
Could go well at a price.
6. DIANE DU PALAIS - Won last two walk-ups this month. Bold show likely
up in class.
7. CARA JUELA - Fair form at a lower level. Needs to show more in this
company.
8. CAMPO JOSSELYN - Modest form last two in this discipline. Needs
improvement.
9. BAGO SPORT - 27m runner-up in Lisieux walk-up 21 days ago. Could go
well eased in company.
10. CARRERA DU CLOSET - Hard to recommend with down the field efforts
on previous five attempts.
11. COQ D'AVRAN - 36m seventh in lesser company at Laval last week.
Unlikely to threaten.
12. CALINETTO MASAMYNO - DQ in this discipline 13 days ago.
Inconsistent and not fancied.
13. DIVINE MONCEAU - 6m scorer in this grade earlier this month. More on
plate this time but in the mix.
14. CELIA DE FEUGERES - DQ's in last walk-up 29 days ago but previously
in good form. Folly to dismiss.
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Summary
DIANE DU PALAIS (6) sets a good standard for the others to aim at including
two victories at Chartres and Argentan. Thriving at present. Looks for further
improvement and rates a strong chance. DRIBBLEUR (3) was a fair 9m sixth
in this grade two weeks ago. Drops in class and warrants respect.
COLORADO TELBE (5) wasn't disgraced in a higher class event at Le Croise
Laroche last start. Capable of running well at attractive odds. BAGO SPORT
(9) is one to note. Could go well dropping to this level. Place contender.
Selections
DIANE DU PALAIS (6) - DRIBBLEUR (3) - COLORADO TELBE (5) - BAGO
SPORT (9)
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Race 2
1. CARLOS DU GARABIN - 21m seventh at this level latest. Could progress
into a place.
2. COME BACK - Below par form in lesser company doesn't bode well upped
in class. Others have more obvious claims.
3. ELMER DU BELVER - Narrow runner-up in a stronger walk-up at Laval
earlier this month. Strong claims racing barefoot.
4. EUREKA JENILAT - DQ in a similar contest latest. Look elsewhere.
5. DIOLA DU BREUCQ - 9m third in this grade last week. Could be in
contention for a place.
6. ECU DU VIVIER - 15m winner of a Reims auto-start following two decent
walk-up efforts. Positive chance.
7. CIRTE LA TOUR - 6m third in Bordeaux walk-up 12 days ago. Others
make more appeal.
8. COUCOU J'ARRIVE - Up in class after narrow success in a course walk-up
on penultimate outing. In the mix.
9. DAUPHINE DE CLECY - 18 fifth in this grade on penultimate outing. Could
be an each-way factor.
10. BOLERO DELAVERA - DQ'd on previous three runs. Hard to
recommend.
11. COPAIN DU CEDRE - Needs to resume in top form to be amongst the
principles. Could need the run.
12. ELODIE LET'S GO - 30m defeats each of last two runs. Others preferred.
13. BRUME DE LUNES - 18m four on penultimate start offers a glimmer of
hope. Place option.
14. EDJO DU MONT - Good record in this discipline and looks certain to give
him running following 1m success at Argentan. Key player.
Summary
EDJO DU MONT (14) receives an opportunity to confirm his 1m success at
Argentan. Solid performer in this discipline who may take beating. Top
chance. COUCOU J'ARRIVE (8) is not to be underestimated following a
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narrow course win in a walk-up on penultimate outing. Could have more to
offer now high on confidence. In the mix. ELMER DU BELVER (3) is another
with good recent form including a narrow second in a Laval walk-up. Could go
well racing barefoot. CARLOS DU GARABIN (1) might progress for a placing.
Selections
EDJO DU MONT (14) - COUCOU J'ARRIVE (8) - ELMER DU BELVER (3) CARLOS DU GARABIN (1)
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Race 3
1. HELIUM - No show in two runs since absence. Best watched.
2. HUMBLE STANCE - Won two in-a-row prior to disappointing DQ here last
week. Inconsistent but has ability. Don't discount.
3. HAPPY PACHA - In fair form in lesser company this term but needs
improvement to trouble the principles.
4. HOLD UP DU SAPTEL - 9m winner in this company at Le Croise Laroche
last month. Each-way player.
5. HANDY BOURBON - Progressive type who has won six of seven including
easy 6m success in Argentan walk-up. Fascinating runner holds strong
claims.
6. HARD MONEY - 6m runner-up at this level over course and distance 20
days ago. Each-way.
7. HASHKA - In decent mounted form following debut win in this discipline.
Limited appeal in this grade.
8. HERMES PAT - Successful on reappearance at this course 10 days ago.
Could improve.
9. HOWDY PARTNER - Narrow walk-up winner in lesser company two back
before good effort in class A latest. Bold display likely.
10. HOKIO - Six wins from seven starts including easy success in Chartres
walk-up 37 days ago. Tough to beat with further improvement likely.
Summary
HOKIO (10) boasts six wins from seven attempts including an easy win at
Chartres. Can continue improving and this represents a good opportunity.
Tough to beat. HANDY BOURBON (5) is another who has also recorded six
wins from seven starts. The latest victory came in an Argentan walk-up by 6m.
This makes for a fascinating dual between the pair. Keep on side. HOLD UP
DU SAPTEL (4) and HOWDY PARTNER (9) both have recent victories in this
discipline but face a tall order against the aforementioned runners. Capable of
filling the frame.
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Selections
HOKIO (10) - HANDY BOURBON (5) - HOLD UP DU SAPTEL (4) - HOWDY
PARTNER (9)
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Race 4
1. VALZER DI POGGIO - Won previous 10 runs at prohibitive odds. Big rise
in class but improving at a rate of knots. Strong contender for top driver racing
barefoot.
2. FEERIE WOOD - Top-notch performer who deserves maximum respect
following 3m auto-start second in this company here 10 days go. Races
barefoot.
3. CALLE CROWN - 12m walk-up success here 37 days ago in lesser
company. Hard to enthuse upped in grade.
4. FAKIR DU LORAULT - In good form in G3 walk-ups prior to disappointing
DQ latest. Needs to bounce back.
5. DIABLE DE VAUVERT - 6m winner of class A Laval walk-up 21 days ago.
Consistent and worthy of place consideration.
6. MONI VIKING - Won last three in a lower grade and has plenty to find on
reappearance.
7. DROLE DE JET - Heavy defeat in a G3 walk-up latest. Looks tough to get
involved.
8. LOOKING SUPERB - Beaten a long way on return to action. Look
elsewhere.
9. FELICIANO - 12m fifth in G1 walk-up here two starts back. Strong chance
eased in grade.
10. CHICA DE JOUDES - 15m eighth in G3 on return. Opposition appears too
strong.
11. ERMINIG D'OLIVERIE - 21m seventh in G1 walk-up in February. Needs
to resume in top form to be involved.
12. DELIA DU POMMEREUX - 9m sixth in Vincennes G3 latest offers a
smidgeon of hope for a place but others preferred.
13. BAHIA QUESNOT - Good 3m runner-up in G3 walk-up at this venue 25
days ago. Has ability but could struggle behind tougher opposition.
14. TONY GIO - 12m seventh in G3 latest. Has plenty of group experience to
draw on and could fill a place.
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15. CARAT WILLIAMS - 15m fifth in G3 walk-up at this venue 25 days ago.
Improvement needed upped in grade.
16. DAVIDSON DU PONT - Three abject runs since returning. Look
elsewhere.
17. BILIBILI - Three excellent mounted wins prior to absence. Dismal walk-up
form so easy to swerve.
18. BILLIE DE MONTFORT - 33m defeat in previous walk-up attempt. Ought
to find this tough.
Summary
This G2 is a trial for the Prix D'Amérique. FEERIE WOOD (2) is a leading
group performer. Broke through with a first success in the G1 Championnat
Européen. Subsequently runner-up in the G2 Prix Marcel Laurent behind
champion Face Time Bourbon. Can win. VALZER DI POGGIO (1) is rapidly
progressive after eleven straight wins. May continue to improve with the JeanMichel Bazire trainer/driver polish. DIABLE DE VAUVERT (5) hasn't raced at
this level since finishing second in 2018. In good races at smaller courses but
is respected whilst in such good form. Capable of proving his worth.
FELICIANO (9) was unlucky to bump into Face Time Bourbon before
delivering a second to rival Féerie Wood in the G1 Championnat Européen.
Impressive in his own right and won't be far away. TONY GIO (14) was 12m
seventh in a G3. With plenty of group experience to draw on could fill a
placing.
Selections
FEERIE WOOD (2) - VALZER DI POGGIO (1) - DIABLE DE VAUVERT (5) FELICIANO (9) - TONY GIO (14)
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Race 5
1. NOBLE SUPERB - Outclassed in three runs. Similar scenario awaits.
2. GALLANT WAY - 12m fifth in a G1 mobile event over track and trip 37
days ago. Huge chance eased in company.
3. GAMBLE RIVER - 3m fourth in an auto-start three back was a sound effort.
Extra distance should suit and warrants respect.
4. FLICKA DE BLARY - Classy mounted performer but probably best
watched on mobile debut.
5. FAVORITE FLIGNY - 21m fifth in G2 here 10 days ago. Capable of an
each-way display.
6. FOR YOU MADRIK - Impressive 3m winner in this discipline over track and
trip last month. Inconsistent but retains ability. Include.
7. FEYDEAU SEVEN - 1m scorer in G3 here last month following good effort
in the G1 Championnat Européen Des 5 Ans previously. Strong chance.
8. GOLDEN BRIDGE - 27m behind the leader in G1 here 37 days ago. Could
fight for a place dropped in class.
9. FIRE CRACKER - Mixed form in walk-ups this campaign. Best watched on
first mobile start.
10. IDS BOKO - 3m winner of class B event on penultimate start. Look to a
positive showing.
11. FAMOUS LADY - 12m third in previous mobile event in lesser company.
Could struggle upped in class.
12. FLORA QUICK - 0-5 in this discipline. Best ignored.
13. REBELLA MATTERS - 6m sixth in a mobile event over course and
distance on return last month. Each-way chance for top rider.
14. HOLY WATER - 9m seventh in previous mobile event. Could be in the
mix.
15. FREE MAN - Has some good walk-up form to draw on but needs
improvement back in this discipline.
16. FILOU L'AUVERGNIER - Solid efforts since returning including 9m fourth
in class A walk-up latest. Not discounted.
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Summary
FEYDEAU SEVEN (7) deserves the upmost respect. Delivered a good effort
in the G1 Championnat Européen des 5 Ans. Subsequently managed a 1m
victory in this grade and expected to put in a strong performance. Top chance.
GALLANT WAY (2) is a chance eased in company following a 12m fifth in a
G1 mobile event over track and trip. FILOU L'AUVERGNIER (16) cannot be
underestimated after solid efforts since resuming. Finished 9m fourth in class
A walk-up last start. REBELLA MATTERS (13) looks capable of an each-way
effort after a course and distance sixth. May strip fitter with top driver.
GAMBLE RIVER (3) might appreciate this extra distance and is a place
prospect.
Selections
FEYDEAU SEVEN (7) - GALLANT WAY (2) - FILOU L'AUVERGNIER (16) REBELLA MATTERS (13) - GAMBLE RIVER (3)
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Race 6
1. DOUM JENILOU - Unlikely to threaten in current form. Look elsewhere.
2. FERRARI B.R. - Down the field in Nantes walk-up on second outing. Out of
his depth.
3. CHARME DE STAR - 2-10 in this discipline and arrives in good form. One
to note.
4. CONTREE D'ERABLE - 15m fifth in this discipline earlier this month.
Amongst the place chances.
5. VICTOR FERM - Narrow mobile winner at Enghien before absence. Tough
position up in grade.
6. ALTEA DE PIENCOURT - Recent walk-up winner at this track and won't be
fazed by the return to the mobile. Thereabouts.
7. CE RETOUR D'OSCAR - 12m third on penultimate outing. Could be set for
a minor role.
8. CANULAR - Down the field in previous mobile event. Look elsewhere.
9. BARAKA DE BELLOU - Down the field on return. Unlikely to pose much
threat.
10. BRAQUO - 0-8 in auto-starts. Limited appeal back in this discipline.
11. CONFIDENCE - 9m third in a class D mobile event latest isn't up to the
required level here. Opposed.
12. MARTIN DE BOS - 6m winner in this discipline here earlier this month.
Could sneak a place.
13. SOBEL CONWAY - Takes a sharp rise in class following two runner-up
efforts at this course. Needs progress at this level.
14. SPEEDY FACE - 30m defeats in each of three runs since resuming. Hard
to fancy.
Summary
CHARME DE STAR (3) can progress in mobile races and is a notable runner
holding good current form. CONTREE D'ERABLE (4) rates among the leading
contenders following a fifth in a mobile event. May improve at this level. Keep
safe. ALTEA DE PIENCOURT (6) was a recent walk-up winner at this track.
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Won't be fazed by the return to the mobile. Thereabouts. MARTIN DE BOS
(12) is another who looks capable of being involved in the finish following a
6m win in this discipline here. VICTOR FERM (5) rates a chance with top
driver booked.
Selections
CHARME DE STAR (3) - CONTREE D'ERABLE (4) - ALTEA DE
PIENCOURT (6) - MARTIN DE BOS (12) - VICTOR FERM (5)
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Race 7
1. DOMINATOR BLOND - 21m seventh on second run back after absence.
Return to this discipline could spark improvement. Not discounted.
2. DIAMANT DE LARRE - Hard to fancy after beaten a long way on previous
mounted race. Others preferred.
3. BERENICE DU LOISIR - Mixed form this campaign but has ability. Best
watched on mounted debut.
4. DEVISE DU VIVIER - Ran above market expectations in previous mounted
race here on penultimate outing. Could go well.
5. DUSTY WOOD - Solid form in this grade prior to absence. Bold show
expected.
6. DORGALI - Out of form in two mounted races since returning. Best
watched.
7. DEXTASE MONTAVAL - Late headway in a course mounted race eight
days ago. Each-way claims up in distance.
8. DESPERADO - No worthwhile form to grasp onto. Readily opposed.
9. BERLIOZ DE GINAI - Beaten a long way in previous two outings. Look
elsewhere.
10. CRISTAL DU PERCHE - Down the field in Argentan walk-up latest.
Others have more obvious claims.
11. DAVINA DU CAPRE - Yet to place in mounted races and DQ when last
seen. Ignored.
12. BEL AIR - Two DQ's in last three attempts. Best watched.
Summary
DUSTY WOOD (5) maintained solid form in this grade prior to an absence.
Could have scope to improve beyond his rivals on first outing back. Rates
highly. DEXTASE MONTAVAL (7) made late headway in a course mounted
race eight days ago. Holds each-way claims. DOMINATOR BLOND (1)
warrants attention returning to a mounted event on third start back. Include for
a placing. BERENICE DU LOISIR (3) is hit and miss this campaign. Does
have ability and is interesting making mounted debut.
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Selections
DUSTY WOOD (5) - DEXTASE MONTAVAL (7) - DOMINATOR BLOND (1) BERENICE DU LOISIR (3)
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Race 8
1. GREEN TOWER - Unlucky to be DQ'd in the closing stages when clear
latest. Key player if returning in top form.
2. GLOIRE DE LA BASLE - Sound efforts in this grade prior to not finishing in
mounted event latest. Look for improvement back in this discipline.
3. GUIMAUVE DELB - 30m ninth on return at Argentan. Better may be
expected here racing barefoot.
4. GALIE DE CELINIERE - 27m behind the winner in this class 17 days ago.
Unlikely to threaten.
5. GIRLY LADY - In solid form at this level prior to DQ latest. Could bounce
back.
6. GUCCIA - Narrow scorer in class E walk-up here earlier this month. Needs
progress up in grade but not impossible.
7. GRACELAND - Sights lowered after two DQ's. Unlikely to threaten.
8. GRANITA BELLA - In good form prior to absence. Could play a part if
hitting top stride first-up.
9. GALILEE DES PRES - 21m seventh at Laval over this distance latest.
Others more likely.
10. GOURGANDINE - Good 6m third in a Enghien walk-up at this level on
penultimate start. Thereabouts.
11. GALLICA GEDE - 15m sixth on reappearance in a mobile event. Return
to this discipline shouldn't faze.
12. GHALIE DU GOUTIER - Good form in previous two at this level here.
Strong chance up in distance.
Summary
GUCCIA (6) arrives in top form following class E walk-up success here. Will
have to improve but rates best here. Top chance. GOURGANDINE (10) was a
good 6m third in an Enghien walk-up at this level on penultimate start.
Thereabouts. GREEN TOWER (1) faces a question on fitness after an
absence however holds form at this level. Could be involved in the finish and
may place. GUIMAUVE DELB (3) can strip fitter for reappearance and is
interesting racing barefoot. Keep on side at attractive odds.
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Selections
GUCCIA (6) - GOURGANDINE (10) - GREEN TOWER (1) - GUIMAUVE
DELB (3)
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Race 9
1. GRAPHISTE DREAM - 3m runner-up in a walk-up at this venue 26 days
ago. Solid contender if enjoying first mobile event.
2. GOURMAND - 0-10 in auto-starts. Best ignored.
3. GAMIN D'HAUFOR - 3m scorer in a course and distance mobile event
prior to absence. Amongst the top chances.
4. GITAN DE GUEZ - 15m fifth in this grade latest. Look for improvement
racing barefoot for top driver.
5. GENERAL DE LOIRON - 24m seventh in this company 16 days ago. May
have progress racing barefoot.
6. GOLFEUR DES LOYAUX - Recent walk-up form should be ignored
returning to the mobile. 6m third when last in this discipline boosts confidence
racing barefoot.
7. GADJO CHARENTAIS - Two modest efforts since returning. 24m eighth in
sole attempt in this discipline. Tough task.
8. GRANIT DU CHATELET - Sound 3m third in this class 16 days ago. Bold
display likely.
9. GASPAR DE BRION - Fair 15m fifth on second start since resuming.
Capable of sneaking a place on best form.
10. GREAT KILLS - 15m sixth in a similar contest earlier this month. Eachway factor.
11. GREGORIO - 6m runner-up at Le Croise Laroche 9 days ago. Frame
contender.
Summary
GAMIN D'HAUFOR (3) was a 3m winner at course and distance in a mobile
event prior to an absence. Could have more to offer and produce a bold show.
Go close. GITAN DE GUEZ (4) may make his presence felt after a 15m fifth in
this grade. Look for improvement racing barefoot for top driver. GRANIT DU
CHATELET (8) was a sound 3m third in this class and likely to be involved in
the finish. GOLFEUR DES LOYAUX (6) might place returning to the mobile
racing barefoot. Interesting.
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Selections
GAMIN D'HAUFOR (3) - GITAN DE GUEZ (4) - GRANIT DU CHATELET (8)
- GOLFEUR DES LOYAUX (6)
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REIMS - 22 November
Race 1
1. HANA PRINCESSE - Unraced Prince d'Espace filly. Others preferred on
debut.
2. HERMIONE DU PONT - Placed all three starts including 12.4m second at
Laon early last month. Bold show expected.
3. HAULINE - First victory when scoring by 7.7m at Nancy two weeks ago.
One to note.
4. HAUTAINE - Nine race maiden beaten 60m at Strasbourg five weeks ago.
Others make more appeal.
5. HERBAGERE DECREPON - Decent 13.2m seventh at Vincennes 12 days
ago. Interesting to see how she fares.
6. HAVANA FLASH - Promising 13.9m fourth on French debut at Vire 14
days ago. Improvement expected.
7. HOLLY D'ECHAL - Absent since a DQ at Chateaubriant in early August.
Minor role likely.
8. HEMMA DES VAUCHAUX - Held 23m fifth in a 15 runner event at Lisieux
three weeks ago. Likely to find a few too good.
9. HOLKA DU LYS - Put three DQ's behind her when winning by 5.1m at La
Capelle at the start of this month. Strong claims.
10. HALIZA - Improving with racing winning by a nose at Mauquenchy four
weeks ago. Top chance.
11. HARPIE IRIS'EYES - Put a DQ behind her when 6.5m second at Le
Croise-Laroche just under six weeks ago. Leading contender.
12. HYSIA D'HUON - Held 51m fifth at Amiens at the start of last month.
Capable of better.
13. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - Returning from a break when DQ'd at Amiens
last month. Best watched.
14. HOKIA D'ECHAL - Absent since a 33m eighth at Chateaubriant in
August. Interesting to see how she fares.
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Summary
HALIZA (10) came good winning by a nose at Mauquenchy. May follow up.
HARPIE IRIS'EYES (11) finds a winning opportunity following a second at Le
Croise-Laroche. HERMIONE DU PONT (2) placed on all three previous starts
including at Laon. Big effort expected. HOLKA DU LYS (9) is noted on the
back of an auto-start success at La Capelle.
Selections
HALIZA (10) - HARPIE IRIS'EYES (11) - HERMIONE DU PONT (2) - HOLKA
DU LYS (9)
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Race 2
1. HADES DE SUCE - DQ'd four of his last five starts. Others hold more
obvious claims.
2. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - Ninth in a handicap at Saumur two weeks ago.
Others make more appeal.
3. HOT HUG - Returning from a break when 5.2m second in an auto-start at
La Capelle 11 days ago. Bold show expected.
4. HIBOU D'ERPION - Runner-up on two of his three starts to date most
recently at Pornichet in July. Interesting.
5. HARIBO DES BROUETS - Beaten 30m third at Argentan a week ago.
Interesting having placed second at Strasbourg prior to that.
6. HENZO DE CARSI - Good 6.6m second in an auto-start at La Capelle 11
days ago. Strong claims.
7. HARIBO DE LARRE - Held 45m fourth at Argentan seven days ago. More
needed.
8. HARLEY DE QUARO - Decent effort 12m fifth at Chartres just over two
weeks ago. Interesting.
9. HAT TRICK SPORT - DQ'd last three starts including in a mounted race at
La Capelle three weeks ago. Best watched.
10. HARLEYZON - Held 39m eighth at this track just over four weeks ago.
Others preferred.
11. HIGHLANDER - Victorious by 12m at Bordeaux in an auto-start on his
penultimate start. Subsequently DQ'd at Chateaubriant.
12. HASARD DE LA VIE - Held 30m fifth in an auto-start at Amiens last
month. Minor role likely.
13. HONEY KING - Good 12m third at Chartres 15 days ago. Top chance.
14. HARLEY D'OCCAGNES - Successful by 5.2m at Nancy earlier this
month. Notable runner.
Summary
HONEY KING (13) finds a winning opportunity following a third at Chartres.
HENZO DE CARSI (6) is another to consider for the win following an auto-
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start second at La Capelle. HARLEY D'OCCAGNES (14) looks well suited to
this race having won at Nancy in a lower grade. HOT HUG (3) placed second
in an auto-start at La Capelle. May show improvement second up.
Selections
HONEY KING (13) - HENZO DE CARSI (6) - HARLEY D'OCCAGNES (14) HOT HUG (3)
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Race 3
1. FOREVER ISQUES - Successful in three of his last five starts including by
9m at Rouen at the start of this month. Strong claims.
2. FERGIE HIGHLAND - Down the field when 33m 13th at this venue earlier
this month. Others preferred.
3. FORTUNE D'OPALE - Fair 18m ninth at this track just under two weeks
ago. Step forward required.
4. FEDRA - Decent effort 9m fifth here 13 days ago. Interesting.
5. FEE ZIA DE NAPPES - Beaten 15m eighth here earlier this month.
Improvement needed.
6. FLEMINGTON - DQ'd last four starts including in a mounted race at
Argentan at the end of last month. Races barefoot.
7. EPHILOU - Held 33m ninth at Nantes earlier this month. Back from a break
that day and likely capable of better.
8. DELTA DE LA VALLEE - Struggled 30m ninth in an amateurs contest at
Mauquenchy at the start of last month. Others hold more obvious claims.
9. DINO DU DOME - DQ'd in a mounted race at Montier-en-Der in
September. Others make more appeal.
10. FLORA SUEDOISE - Disappointing 75m 14th in a big field at Vincennes
nine days ago. Bold show expected down in grade.
11. ECLAIR STAR - Races barefoot following a 33m 12th in a handicap at
Chartres 15 days ago. More needed.
12. FEARLESS JIEL - Decent 24m fifth in a higher grade at Vincennes just
under three weeks ago. Leading contender.
13. FASCINOSO DE LOU - Beaten over 50m 13th in a higher grade at
Vincennes at the start of this month. Better expected.
14. ELECTRIC SCHMAR - Held 18m eighth at Caen just over two weeks ago.
Others preferred.
15. FELLI ELEVEN - Below par 27m fifth in a class A event at Chartres 15
days ago. Contender down markedly in grade.
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16. DRAGA DU CHATELET - Fourth two most recent starts including in an
auto-start at Bordeaux. Interesting.
Summary
FEARLESS JIEL (12) has been performing well in higher grade races
including when fifth at Vincennes. Looks set to play a leading role. FLORA
SUEDOISE (10) is another down in grade following a downfield finish in a
class D at Vincennes. May prove to be better in this. FOREVER ISQUES (1)
recorded a victory at Rouen. Capable of registering a big effort in this stronger
looking contest. FELLI ELEVEN (15) is another to consider following a fifth in
a class A at Chartres.
Selections
FEARLESS JIEL (12) - FLORA SUEDOISE (10) - FOREVER ISQUES (1) FELLI ELEVEN (15)
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Race 4
1. GUESS MENCOURT - Fair 18m seventh at Nancy. Interesting to see how
she fares.
2. GOSSE DE PARIS - Good 15m fourth at Rouen. Strong claims racing
barefoot.
3. GALOPIN GAME - Beaten 24m sixth in a handicap at Strasbourg at the
start of this month. Capable of better.
4. GIORDANO - Struggled when beaten over 60m eighth at Caen just under
three weeks ago. Best watched.
5. GEISHA DES DUNES - Beaten 9m fifth in a handicap at Nancy two weeks
ago. Notable runner.
6. GRANITA DES BOIS - Below par 48m tenth in a handicap at Argentan a
week ago. Minor role likely.
7. GALEO DE CIGNE - Followed up a neck success at Rouen with a ninth at
Caen. Needs to put latest effort behind him.
8. GOSSYBOY D'ONOT - Disappointing 42m eighth in a handicap at Nancy
two weeks ago. Others preferred.
9. GOLDEN GOOD - Victorious by a neck at Mauquenchy four weeks ago.
Top chance.
10. GOLD DES PRES - DQ'd at La Capelle at the start of this month. Races
barefoot.
11. GELINA DE PIQUET - Placed third three times prior to a 33m eighth in an
auto-start at Le Croise-Laroche last week. Bold show expected.
12. GALA D'URFIST - Victorious by 2.7m in a handicap at Lyon-la-Soie 11
days ago. Leading contender.
13. GILICU MAG - Races barefoot following a heavy defeat when eighth in an
auto-start at Amiens just over five weeks ago. Improvement expected.
14. GERDA DU BIRKWALD - DQ'd two most recent starts including at Vire
14 days ago. Others make more appeal.
15. GABY MAZA - Fair 30m third at La Capelle at the start of this month.
Notable runner.
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16. GRANTURISMO LEPINE - DQ'd in a mounted race at Vincennes nine
days ago. Best watched.
Summary
GOLDEN GOOD (9) finds another winning opportunity following a neck
success at Mauquenchy. GALA D'URFIST (12) is another last start winner
who might be involved in the finish following a victory at Lyon-la-Soie.
GELINA DE PIQUET (11) looks up to putting a below par effort at La Capelle
behind him having been in good form prior. GOSSE DE PARIS (2) also holds
claims racing barefoot having finished fourth at Rouen.
Selections
GOLDEN GOOD (9) - GALA D'URFIST (12) - GELINA DE PIQUET (11) GOSSE DE PARIS (2)
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Race 5
1. IDRIS QUESNOT - Held 27m ninth in a higher grade at Vincennes 25 days
ago. Better expected.
2. INNOVATEUR - Absent since a DQ at Montier-en-Der when debuting in
August. Others preferred.
3. IGGY NEVELE - Beaten 21m seventh at Strasbourg at the start of this
month. More needed.
4. ILONA DES MOYEUX - Fourth on debut at Reims and DQ'd late on at
Nancy subsequently. Notable runner.
5. IDA D'ARRY - Promising 21m third at La Capelle when debuting 11 days
ago. One to note.
6. ISVANJO D'AZUR - Strong claims following a 21m third at La Capelle on
debut earlier this month.
7. IDOLE DU LOUVET - Decent effort 12m fourth at Nancy two weeks ago.
Interesting.
8. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Improved on debut effort when 9m third at Strasbourg
three weeks ago. Top chance.
9. IQUITO DU LEARD - Runner-up at Nancy on debut and receives a drop in
grade following a heavy defeat when seventh in an auto-start at Vincennes
three days ago. Interesting.
10. INVICTUS JIEL - Victorious by 8m at Strasbourg 21 days ago. Leading
contender.
11. IRIA DU POMMEREUX - DQ'd early at Vincennes at the end of last
month. Interesting having won by 23m at Amiens penultimate start.
12. IHOLDY VEDAQUAIS - Impressed when winning by 5.1m at
Chateaubriant 11 days ago. Bold show expected.
Summary
INVICTUS JIEL (10) looks well placed to have an impact here following an
impressive victory at Strasbourg. IHOLDY VEDAQUAIS (12) is another who
may play a role in the finish having won easily at Chateaubriant on his second
start. IMPULSE LOTOIS (8) placed third at Strasbourg. Capable of registering
a big effort. ISVANJO D'AZUR (6) showed ability when placed third on debut.
Claims with improvement likely.
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Selections
INVICTUS JIEL (10) - IHOLDY VEDAQUAIS (12) - IMPULSE LOTOIS (8) ISVANJO D'AZUR (6)
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Race 6
1. GALAXIE VERTE - DQ'd in a driven handicap at Strasbourg at the start of
this month. Best watched.
2. GAMINE DU BOURG - Victorious by 3.9m at Graignes a week ago. Strong
claims.
3. GANDHI TURGOT - Held 36m sixth in a driven race at Mauquenchy last
month. Others make more appeal.
4. GABRIELA DU TOULAY - Down the field ninth in a driven race at
Mauquenchy four weeks ago. Minor role likely.
5. GODIVA VENI - Successful by a neck in a driven handicap at Strasbourg
three weeks ago. Interesting on just her second mounted start.
6. GLAMOUR MONTAVAL - Struggled seventh in a driven event at La
Capelle 21 days ago. Better expected having won in mounted company in the
past.
7. GRAND RIVAL - Below par when beaten over 60m sixth in a driven event
at Le Croise-Laroche nine days ago. Mounted debut.
8. GAZELLE MIKA - Below par 56m eighth at Argentan a week ago. Best
watched.
9. GRANIT MESLOIS - DQ'd in this sphere two most recent starts. Dangerous
if putting those efforts behind him.
10. GAVOTTE DE BETTON - Neck winner at Lisieux at the start of this
month. Of interest despite a 48m seventh at Vincennes subsequently.
11. GAMINE DE PARIS - Successful in a mounted race at Cabourg
penultimate start. Bold show expected following a driven race DQ at Caen.
12. GENOA SPORT - Beaten over 100m seventh in an auto-start at La
Capelle 11 days ago. Minor role likely.
13. GLOIRE JOYEUSE - 20 race maiden finished a good 2.6m second at
Argentan a week ago. Notable runner.
Summary
GAMINE DU BOURG (2) registered a victory in a handicap at Graignes. May
follow up in this contest. GAMINE DE PARIS (11) can put a driven race DQ
behind her having won at Cabourg in this sphere on penultimate outing.
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GLAMOUR MONTAVAL (6) might fare better back in a mounted race
following a heavy defeat in a driven contest at La Capelle. GAVOTTE DE
BETTON (10) won at Lisieux on her penultimate start. Finds an easier
opportunity than when seventh at Vincennes. Claims.
Selections
GAMINE DU BOURG (2) - GAMINE DE PARIS (11) - GLAMOUR
MONTAVAL (6) - GAVOTTE DE BETTON (10)
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Race 7
1. ENIGME DES ILES - Faded when 24m eighth in an amateurs contest at La
Capelle five weeks ago. Interesting on earlier form.
2. ESTEVE LE FOL - Good 10m third in a provincial contest early last month.
Likely more needed here however.
3. EAGLE BEST - Successful by a nose in an amateurs contest at Cherbourg
at the start of the month. Notable runner.
4. ENVOL MONTAVAL - Fair 15m sixth in an amateurs contest at La Capelle
five weeks ago. Interesting contender.
5. EASY DE NAVARY - Held 36m eighth at Laon at the start of last month.
Minor role likely.
6. DREAMS ARE FAKE - Beaten 45m eighth at Le Croise-Laroche in
September. Likely to improve for the race.
7. DJOAMAX - Races barefoot here following a down the field effort at Rouen
last month. Better expected.
8. ETOILE DE MONGOCHY - Absent since an eighth at Rouen in early
September. Races barefoot.
9. COMME DAB - DQ'd two of his last three starts but finished 14m third at Le
Croise-Laroche on his penultimate start. Strong claims.
10. D'ARTAGNAN DE LARA - Struggled 42m 11th in an amateurs contest at
Nantes 18 days ago. Notable runner on earlier form.
11. DOMINO DE LA BRISE - Placed on three of his last four starts including
when 7.5m third at Pont-de-Vivaux earlier this month. Top chance.
12. DEESSE D'IDEF - Decent effort 15m fourth in an amateurs contest at
Rouen three weeks ago. Interesting.
13. DIABLO DES PRES - DQ'd in an auto-start contest at La Capelle 11 days
ago. Strong claims on earlier form.
14. EMERAUDE VEBE - Beaten 36m eighth at Chartres just over two weeks
ago. Others make more appeal.
15. ETOILE DAIRPET - Completed a four-timer when winning by 6.4m at
Strasbourg three weeks ago. Leading contender.
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Summary
ETOILE DAIRPET (15) could play a leading role having been in good winning
form of late including when finding success at Strasbourg. DOMINO DE LA
BRISE (11) is another to consider for the win. Can follow up on a third at
Pont-de-Vivaux. COMME DAB (9) placed third at Le Croise-Laroche on his
penultimate outing. Claims despite a subsequent DQ at Strasbourg. EAGLE
BEST (3) won by a nose at Cherbourg. Each-way.
Selections
ETOILE DAIRPET (15) - DOMINO DE LA BRISE (11) - COMME DAB (9) EAGLE BEST (3)
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